
Charlie Chopra & The Mystery
Of Solang Valley

A Review by Sanjiva Sahai

Charlie Chopra
& The Mystery Of Solang Valley
(The latest Hindi web series in 6 episodes on Sony Liv)

▫️Directed  by  Vishal  Bharadwaj  the  show  opens  with  an
innovative musical score and hilariously clever lyrics that
reveal the protagonist’s (Wamiqa) home address. These elements
stand out as commendable highlights in the series. However,
while the music and the stunning snow-capped setting deserve
praise, the adaptation of Agatha Christie’s classic Sittaford
Mystery falls short of delivering a believable, relatable, and
engaging narrative.

▫️Charlie’s sporadic fourth-wall-breaking moments, where she
addresses the camera and talks to the viewers, leave much to
be desired. This is a well-known technique in theatre, film,
TV, and literature but here it’s executed with a lack of
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finesse, often descending into gimmickry and absurdity. Wamiqa
Gabbi’s  reactions  serve  as  mere  punctuation  to  these
instances,  highlighting  their  shallowness.  It  raises  the
question  of  whether  delving  into  a  detective’s  psyche  is
justified when the true pleasure lies in external observation
and deciphering their actions.

▫️While Agatha’s novel sparkled like a well-polished diamond,
the adaptation and cast’s performances were more like deflated
party balloons. It’s as if they were handed a Rogan Josh
recipe  but  decided  to  cook  instant  noodles  instead.  The
characters needed emotional depth, but the actors served up
emotional  flatlines.  Wamiqa  Gabbi,  a  radiant  presence,
struggles  to  carry  the  show  solo,  hampered  by  a  lack  of
versatility,  rendering  her  lengthy  role  predictably  dull.
Naseeruddin Shah, oddly out of place, delivers a superficial
performance. Neena Gupta, however, shines as the sole beacon
of spontaneity and precision. Gulshan Grover repeats himself.
The ensemble cast- including the entire Shah family (Ratna
Pathak – Heeba – Vivaan – Imaad), Lara Dutta, Chandan Roy
Sanyal, Paoli Dam, and Ashique Hussain, adds their bit to the
mix.

▫️It leaves viewers hoping that future adaptations by Vishal
will capture the essence of Christie’s work more effectively.
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OTT Series: Aranyak
on Netflix / Sanjiva Sahay
Aranyak
The brand new Hindi webseries on Netflix

▫️  Welcome  to  the  world  of  murder  mystery  that  has  the
deceptive appearance of a folklore. This character- नर तेंदुआ-
imaginary or real, would hammer your brain across 8 episodes.
Since a fresh killing and rape of a girl , the sleepy town of
Himachal  Pradesh  is  jolted  again.  The  police  station,
uncountable natives …complete with an influential politician
and a high status business family. The probe begins, so does
your  journey  into  a  narrative  which  is  thrilling  in  the
beginning and a big disappointment after 3 episodes. Lengthy,
tedious and long drawn.
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▫️  Casting  is  almost  perfect.  Parambrata  excels  as  Angad
Mallik,  the  investigating  police  officer.  Surprisingly,
Raveena as the SHO on leave, Kasturi Dogra, manages to get
into the character effortlessly. Then we have actors like
Ashutosh Rana, Zakir Husain, Meghna Malik among others who try
earnestly to lift a dull screenplay. All remain stereotypes
with some clichéd, overdramatic dialogues. The hangover of the
forgotton era of the ’80s.

▫️ A mixed bag indeed. Average direction and writing, above
average performances (better than Candy at least), effective
background score. O yes, watch the series on faster speed for
the breathtaking and picturesque locations. The climax has
been shot in thick snowfall all over and looks phenomenal.

▫️ Nothing less, nothing more.

As  tributes  pour  in  on
Surekha Sikri’s demise listen
to her Swan Songs
As a fitting tribute to the great performer she was we will
listen  to  her  mellifluous  recitations  of  Hindi  and  Urdu
Poetry. But before that, here are some of the tributes which
poured in on social media and otherwise from her millions of
admirers, and eminent people whom she knew, including actors
and directors from film, television and theatre.
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